
OIL & NATURAL GAS COMMISSION
(B.O.'.) KARMACHARI SANGHATANA
Reg. No. (By - II - 8268) Tel. : 26599775
Krishna Kunj No.2, C-Wing, Flat No. 304, Tambe Nagar, Mulund (W), Mumbai - 400 080.

DATE: CO \07 \ 10

To,
Director (Offshore),
ONGe,
Jeevan Bharati, Tower II,
New Delhi.

Subject: Conceiving unsafe and inconvenient working condition due to
recently issued Fire Retardant Dungarees.

Respected Sir,

Kits & Liveries have always remained a constant source of constraint and a

disputed issue mainly due to its supply backlog or poor quality, which we are

striving hard to overcome in coordination with the local management.

Presently we have been receiving complains about the fire retardant dungaree

mainly for the inconverJience of its size and not suitable to working conditions,

the hot environment in rigs, platforms and otherwise climatic conditions when

temperatures run normally beyond 40degree in summer season makes it

impossible to work with, thus conceiving unsafe work environment.

The material is not suitable for welders, with the sparks holes are formed burning

the skin, neither their cloth and stitching is of good quality as they are getting torn

within six months of use.

More over only one dungaree is issued per year this also creates lot of

inconvenience as it is not washed daily due to long hours of work and when one

is exposed to double duty, which leads to unhygienic practice.

It is earnestly requested that proper alternative may please be worked out, to be

stitched to individuals size making work more comfortable, atleast two dungarees

be issued per year and purchase may be decentralized so that in case the

dungaree is off size can be rectified an restitched.



When success is still a long way, we are happy that we have marched together

to a distance from where we can feel the light on the other side of the tunnel

mainly because of the safety shoes supplied in WOU for the last two years. We

appreciate the make (Liberty) and quality of the shoes, they run very well through

the conditions in the field throughout the year, this is as per findings of our

employees in Plants and Offshore.

We hope that the areas where we are lagging i.e. timely procurement of other

items also materialize in terms with presently supplied safety shoes. We once

again request your esteemed authority to review the issue of Fire Retardant

Dungaree .

.With regards,

king you,

faithfully,
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(Pradeep M yekar)
General Secretary

Copy to:

ED, Chief-ER, Tel Bhavan, Deharadun, Uttarakhand.

ED, Chief-MM, ONGC Scope Minar, Laxminagar, New Delhi

ED - HRO, NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai

ED - HDS, 11 High, Sion Bandra Link Rd. Sion, Mumbai

ED - MH Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai

ED - B & S Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai,-j

ED - Neelam .H\7::6r~t·, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai ~ -

ED - MH Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai -- ~

ED - HUP, ONGC, LPG Plant, Uran, Raigad

ED - HHP, ONGC, LPG Plant, Hazira, Surat

GGM - Head Geophysical Services, ONGe, Priyadarshini, Sion, Mumbai

CM - (HR) IR, NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai


